Exodus 7:8-8:19 — The Plagues: Part 1

Last week …
We looked at the prologue, which …
Prefigured the pattern of the judgments
Then we dug in to the 1st judgment —
The Bloody Nile, and …
Introduced the 2nd judgment …

Flooded With Frogs
As you recall — the 2nd judgment proceeds
in four stages … with some new wrinkles
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Stage 1: The judgment pronounced — 8:1-5
Stage 2: The judgment inflicted — vv. 6-7
Stage 3: The judgment “appealed” — vv. 8-11
Stage 4: The judgment “retracted” — vv. 12-15
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Flooded With Frogs
The pronouncement is structurally
the same as the 1st judgment, with
the LORD instructing Moses to …
Demand the Nation’s release in v. 1 …
Namely — Let my people go to serve the LORD

Flooded With Frogs
Next Moses is told to communicate the
consequence of rejecting the LORD’s
demand in vv. 2-4, which is …
A “frog invasion” — they will be everywhere

Inform Aaron of his responsibility in v. 5
To initiate the judgment with his staff

Flooded With Frogs
As with the 1st judgment, Aaron
responds obediently …
And, the miracle is inflicted in vv. 6-7
It is instantaneous and …
Pervasive — As foretold by the LORD

Flooded With Frogs
And, as with the 1st judgment, Pharaoh’s
magicians mimic the LORD’s miracle

So — as I closed with last week …
What would have been a more compelling
sign for the magicians to perform?
To REVERSE the miracle!

Flooded With Frogs
Adding to the frog invasion hardly seems to
be a comfort — or compelling
They have already proven they can mimic
the LORD’s actions …
If they, and their ‘gods,’ are truly superior
to the LORD, why not take it up a notch!

Flooded With Frogs
Well — Pharaoh already seems to
know why not, so … 11
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the judgment …

Flooded With Frogs
The request comes in the form of a
command — an imperative verb, and …
Is intended to convey urgency versus
imply he has any authority over M&A
So — why does Pharaoh appeal to M&A?

Flooded With Frogs
Because he knows that his own magicians do
not have the power to reverse the judgment

What else does Pharaoh’s appeal tell
us?
That he accepts that the LORD is the author
of the judgment, and …

Flooded With Frogs
That M&A are the LORD’s emissaries!

What does Pharaoh promise in return
for lifting the judgment?
An unconditional release to sacrifice!

Moving on to v. 9 — the 1st part of the
verse is better translated …

Flooded With Frogs
Moses said to Pharaoh, “Glorify
yourself over me — When shall I
entreat …”
What is Moses doing with this reply?
1st — He is NOT extending a mere courtesy

Flooded With Frogs
Rather — He is giving Pharaoh the “upper
hand” in choosing the time, so as to …
Prove the supernatural force behind the
judgments over …
Some manipulation of events on Moses’s
part!

Flooded With Frogs
This interpretation is affirmed in v.
10 when Moses says …
[May it be so] according to your word, so
that (note — now the reason) you may
know there is no one like the LORD our
God.

Flooded With Frogs
Verse 11 affirms the details of the
reversal, and …
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Flooded With Frogs
Moses intercedes for Pharaoh, and …
The LORD responds
Did the LORD do as He promised?
Yes — BUT …
He did so in an interesting way

Flooded With Frogs
What is it?
He destroyed the frogs but did not remove
their dead corpses

Why not?
I suspect to serve as a reminder …

Flooded With Frogs
“The skunk” is long gone — but the ODOR
lingers as a reminder of its presence!

Well — How does Pharaoh respond?
He reneges on his promise, and …
He hardens his heart — now an active act
of rejection and rebellion

Flooded With Frogs
As we leave this 2nd judgment …
We see the diametrically opposite
character of the two main ‘actors’
Moses is — humble, respectful and eager for
the confrontation to end … exhibiting no ill
will toward the Egyptian people

Flooded With Frogs
He also assumes the best about Pharaoh
and takes him at his word (1 Cor 13:7)
Pharaoh — on the other hand …
Is prideful, deceitful and willing to risk
greater calamities upon his people …
Rather than swallow his pride!

Flooded With Frogs
This brings us to the 3rd judgment …
The “Revelation by Gnats,”
-19which
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Stage 1: The instructions — v. 16
Stage 2: The execution — v. 17
Stage 3: The revelation & response — vv. 18-19

Revelation By Gnats
What is different about this 3rd
judgment?
There is no “announcement,” rather …
It begins with the LORD’s instructions to
Moses, and …
No warning to Pharaoh

Revelation By Gnats
Why do you think that is?
I can’t say dogmatically, but …
My sanctified speculation attributes it to
Pharaoh’s reneging on his promise

Aaron, and his staff, is again the agent
and means for executing the judgment

Revelation By Gnats
Now — what else is different about
this judgment?
The magicians cannot duplicate it!!!

What is the revelation in this
judgment?

Revelation By Gnats
Note the magicians response — they …
Recognize the miracle as an act of God
Perhaps also accepting God’s sovereignty
over their ‘gods’

Yet — How does Pharaoh respond?

Revelation By Gnats
By persisting in his rebellion …

Note v. 19 — ‘But Pharoah’s heart
was hardened …’
It is not a further act of hardening as
with the 2nd judgment, but rather …

Revelation By Gnats
A further affirmation of the state, or
condition, of his heart
We do have one good implication from
the magician’s response, namely …
You can deny the evidence of God’s
working for a time, but …

Revelation By Gnats
It becomes irrational in the face of God’s
persistence …
As we will now see in the 2nd triad of
judgments — #’s 4-6 …
But before we go to them — a few final
thoughts on the 1st triad of judgments

Final Thoughts
God displays different aspects of His
sovereignty in the miracles
In the first triad of judgments, the ‘3’
miracles demonstrate God’s ability to …
Transform one inanimate object into another
— the water to blood

Final Thoughts
In the 2nd miracle (frogs), God shows His ability
to alter the normal course of nature — and
creation, that is …
What man was mandated to control, controls him!!

And in the 3rd, He shows His creative power …
By making an inanimate object — animate!

By the end of the judgments …

Final Thoughts
We will see that no significant aspect
of creation is beyond God’s power
So with that — let’s look at the 2nd
triad of judgments …
The flies; Cattle disease; and Boils

Exodus 8:20-9:12 — The Plagues: Part 2

Opening Remarks
Exod 8:20-9:12 marks the 2nd triad of
judgments
The judgments in this “series” ratchet up
in intensity …
Now bringing both physical suffering and
material loss into play

Opening Remarks
Pharaoh’s duplicity also “ratchets up”
— all of which serves to further
harden his heart and magnify God
As with the first triad, the judgments
in this group follow a similar pattern

Structural Outline
Event

Title

Reference

4th Judgment

The “Biting” Flies

8:20-32

5th Judgment

The “Four-Footed”
Decimation

9:1-7

6th Judgment

Boils, Boils, and More Boils

9:8-17

The “Biting” Flies
The 4th judgment proceeds in four
stages …
24
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The Pronouncement in vv. 20-21
The “New Twist” in vv. 22-24
The Negotiations in vv. 25-29
The Postlude in vv. 30-32
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The “Biting” Flies
The pronouncement has two-parts
The first is the demand in v. 20
The second is the consequence in v. 21

What do you notice about the
demand?

The “Biting” Flies
It again occurs ‘in the morning’ — at the
‘water,’ …
Thus confirming, along with 7:15, that
going to the Nile was some daily ritual
As well — we note that The LORD’s
demand remains EXACTLY the same …

The “Biting” Flies
Namely — ‘Let my people go, that they
may serve me’
IMPLICATION: God does not change —
nor do His commands and precepts!!

What is the consequence of rejecting
the LORD’s demand?

The “Biting” Flies
Swarms of flies — everywhere!!
Note the emphasis is first on Pharaoh, then
his servants and all the Egyptian people
The flies are likely what we call “horseflies”
or “green-eyes,” which …
Inflict a painful bite on beasts and people

The “Biting” Flies
What “new twists” do we find in this
judgment narrative (vv. 22-24)?
Israel is specifically exempted — or set apart,
and …
There is no mediator to initiate the judgment
— it comes directly from the LORD

The “Biting” Flies
Why these two differences?
To introduce new aspects of the LORD’s
sovereignty, and …
To dispel any misguided belief that the
plagues issue from some “secret arts”
originating in M&A

The “Biting” Flies
What ‘2’ new aspects of the LORD’s
sovereignty are displayed
29in this
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His complete sovereignty over “space”
His sovereign good pleasure to show mercy
to some and harden others (cf. Rom 9:14ff)

The “Biting” Flies
What is interesting about Pharaoh’s
response — see v. 25?
He acknowledges YHWH as Israel’s God —
yet …
He resists any obligation to obey YHWH

The “Biting” Flies
How is his resistance demonstrated?
By trying to negotiate the terms of Isreal’s
worship!!

What is Pharaoh’s offer?
You can worship — but within the land

The “Biting” Flies
What do you think about Moses’s
response in v. 26 — is it deceitful?
I don’t think so …

What do you think he might be
doing?

The “Biting” Flies
Possibly two things — with a nod to #2
It could be that he is simply pointing out
the folly of Pharaoh’s suggestion, or …
He is catching on to Pharaoh’s duplicity,
namely …
It is a ploy to get the Israelites killed!!!

The “Biting” Flies
Pharaoh HAD to know the Israelites
sacrifice would incite the Egyptians …
And Moses was not to be duped!!
Which is further supported by his counter
proposal in v. 27, where he …

The “Biting” Flies
Points out that he is not at liberty to
change the ‘LORD our God’s’ commands!!

What is Pharaoh’s ‘counter’ to
Moses’s counter proposal — v. 28?
You can go to sacrifice, but — DON’T GO
FAR!, and …

The “Biting” Flies
Intercede for me — a command …
Perhaps attempting to demonstrate some
semblance of authority over Moses

Does Moses make a compromise in
accepting Pharaoh’s counter?

The “Biting” Flies
Kind of an unfair question — as you need
the Hebrew to understand
Basically, Pharaoh is emphatically nailing
down just how far Israel can go to sacrifice
The intended idea of the restriction is best
understood as …

The “Biting” Flies
OK — you can go ‘3’ days journey, but NO
FURTHER!
The statement reflects Pharaoh’s deceitful
mind — the ‘three days journey’ is too loose
and he wants to nail it down
So — there is no compromise by Moses, as …

The “Biting” Flies
Pharaoh’s statement is just a warning not to
go beyond ‘3-days’ journey

-29
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8:25 end?
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Moses affirms that he will do his part — as
promised, and …
Warns Pharaoh not to go back on his word

The “Biting” Flies
Well — How do things end in the
postlude?
Moses “performs” …
The LORD “performs” — and note how
thoroughly … not ONE fly remained
YET — Pharaoh fumbles … AGAIN

The “Biting” Flies
And we note that Pharaoh further
hardens his heart — volitionally!
Leading us to the 5th judgment —
which we will pick up in 2 weeks

